CONTENTS:

m.t.s.u. map, man on the moon, only good guys wear white mirror - ludwig, tent meeting-fred. campus-ludwig, family circle-gary giles.
This month the COLLAGE staff has created a visual dialogue instead of the normal verbal one. Some things you might want to cut out, fold up and fly; some things you might want to color. With some you'll have to read the title in the contents before they make sense.

The images of a variety of MTSU students reflect their own unique places in the history of man and at no other time could these images have been made. In effect, this issue is a visual collage of ourselves. Follow the arrow around the edge of the paper and meet our world, as of December, 1969, that is.

hats-jim moore, love's his wheels-cole, flipping phantom foldout fiasco-vander weg, birds of a feather-fred, prejudice on a bus-fred, lady, lady-gary giles, oh, say can you see? vines
INSTRUCTIONS: CUT OUT ON ALL SOLID LINES. STARTING FROM TOP, MAKE OVERLAPPING LIDS UNTIL YOU REACH LAST DOTTED LINE 1. THEN FOLD UP ON CENTER LINE AND DOWN LINES 2 AND 3. TAPE FOLD TOGETHER AT NOSE. WORK LINE 4 TO FORM UPWARD CURVE WING. NEATNESS IS A NECESSITY.